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Abstract

We investigate in the paper the impact of the hydrologic cycleon climate at different periods. The aim is to illustrate h
the changes in moisture transport, precipitation pattern, and weathering may alter, at regional or global scales, the2 and
climate equilibriums. We choose three climate periods to pinpoint intricate relationships between water cycle and climate. T
illustrations are the following. (i) The onset of ice-sheet build-up, 115 kyr BP. We show that the increased thermal merid
gradient of SST allows large moisture advection over the North American continent and provides appropriate condi
perennial snow on the Canadian Archipelago. (ii ) The onset of Indian Monsoon at the end of the Tertiary. We demonstrate tha
superimposed to the Tibetan Plateau, the shrinkage of the Tethys, since Oligocene, plays a major role to explain c
the geographical pattern of the southeastern Asian Monsoon. (iii ) The onset of Global Glaciation(750 Ma). We show that th
break-up of Rodinia occurring at low latitudes is an important feature to explain how the important precipitation increa
to weathering and carbon burial, which contribute to decrease atmospheric CO2 enough to produce a snows ball Earth. All the
periods have been simulated with a hierarchy of models appropriate to quantify the water cycle impact on climate.To cite this
article: G. Ramstein et al., C. R. Geoscience 337 (2005).
 2004 Académie des sciences. Published by Elsevier SAS. All rights reserved.
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Résumé

Impact du cycle hydrologique sur les changements climatiques passés : trois exemples à différentes échelles de temps.
Dans cet article, nous nous intéressons à l’impact du cycle hydrologique sur le climat, à différentes échelles de tem
avons souhaité illustrer comment les changements de transport d’humidité, de distribution géographique des précipitations
d’érosion pourraient, à l’échelle régionale ou globale, affecter le climat à l’équilibre. Nous avons choisi trois période
tiques pour montrer les relations étroites entre cycle de l’eau et climat. Ces trois périodes sont les suivantes. (i) L’entrée en
période glaciaire il y a 115 000 ans, pour laquelle nous montrons que l’augmentation du gradient méridien de tempé
(SST) permet une large advection d’humidité vers le Nord du continent Américain et la production de neige pérenne
chipel canadien. (ii ) Le démarrage de la mousson indienne à la fin du Tertiaire, pour laquelle nous démontrons qu’en plus
la surrection du plateau tibétain, le retrait de la Téthys a joué un rôle majeur dans la redistribution des pluies de mo
le Sud-Est asiatique. (iii ) Les glaciations globales du Néoprotérozoïque (750 Ma), pour lesquelles nous montrons que l’éc
tement, en zone tropicale, du supercontinent Rodinia est un élément essentiel pour comprendre comment les pré
intenses ont mené à l’érosion et à l’enfouissement de très grandes quantités de carbone atmosphérique, permettant de produir
une glaciation globale. Toutes ces études ont été faites en utilisant, parmi une hiérarchie de modèles climatiques, le
les plus appropriés aux problèmes posés.Pour citer cet article : G. Ramstein et al., C. R. Geoscience 337 (2005).
 2004 Académie des sciences. Published by Elsevier SAS. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

For present-day and future climate changes, un
standing the water cycle machine is obviously a k
issue, but was its role in the Earth’s climate always
same? Through three modelling studies in the Ear
palaeoclimate history, we show that the water cy
may have drastically changed in the past, with trem
dous impacts over the climate steady state. There
a few palaeoclimate studies that focus on the impa
on climate of global hydrologic changes. We want
emphasize in this paper the various possibilities
fered to the hydrologic cycle for deeply modifying th
Earth Climate. The first example, at the end of the L
Interglacial, 115 kyr BP, demonstrates how the wa
cycle interacting with ocean and atmosphere dyn
ics may induce huge climate changes and shift fr
Interglacial to Glacial conditions[22,23]. The second
illustration is devoted to the origin of the Indian mo
soon. Here again, we show that interactions betw
tectonics and climate, through the Tibetan plateau
lift and the shrinkage of the Paratethys Sea, lead
a large redistribution of the southeastern Asian m
soon from the Oligocene to the Present[14,29]. The
last example will provide an illustration of the link
age between hydrological cycle changes and va
tions in atmospheric CO2 concentrations. The impac
of weathering and alteration, due to large rainfall o
continents located in the tropical area, may indeed ex
plain a large decrease in atmospheric CO2 during the
Rodinia supercontinent break-up (750 Myr). The d
creased concentration of this atmospheric greenh
gas provided the opportunity for a major glaciati
[10,18].

2. The Last Interglacial/Glacial transition

The first example illustrating the role of the wat
cycle in climate changes is the onset of the last gla
tion at 115 kyr BP. The transition from interglacial
glacial periods is recognised in theδ18O record in-
ferred from benthic foraminifers as the end of seve
millennia of stable lowδ18O values[6,7]. The end of
this minimum of ice volume period marks the ons
of huge water storage in the growing ice sheets
will ultimately cover North America and northern E
rope at the so-called ‘Last Glacial Maximum’ reach
21 kyr BP. The last transition to a glacial climate c
responds also to a time when northern high-latitu
summer insolation was minimum and, according
Milankovitch [28], this insolation minimum was th
cause of the glaciation.
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Fig. 1. Insolation change at the top of the atmosphere (in Wm
differences between 115 kyr BP, corresponding to the inception,
126 kyr BP, corresponding to the optimum interglacial. Contour
tervals are every 10 Wm-2.

Fig. 1. Changement d’insolation au sommet de l’atmosphère e
115 ka, correspondant à la transition interglaciaire/glaciaire, e
126 ka, correspondant à l’optimum interglacière.

2.1. A series of failures

The simple argument of Milankovitch’s theory[28]
is that the decreased summer insolation at the nort
hemisphere’s high latitudes would produce a suffici
cooling for inhibiting the melting of the snow falle
during the winter season (Fig. 1). The difference in
albedo then produces a positive feedback that can
ger large ice sheets’ extension. Very early in the 198
such ideas have been quantified by Atmospheric G
eral Circulation Models (AGCM). The test was ve
simple and consisted in modifying the orbital param
ters to account for changes in insolation at the top
the atmosphere[1] and to analyse the response of t
climate system (i.e. the atmosphere) in terms of co
ing and snowfall distributions. All the experiments th
tried to test Milankovitch’s theory with AGCM foun
that it was impossible to produce perennial snow in
gions where Fennoscandian and Laurentide ice sh
started to expand[31,32].

During the last decade, with a major increase
palaeoclimatic reconstruction and modelling stud
it appears that these failures were due to two m
jor weaknesses. First, whereas the atmospheric m
amplified the cooling due to reduced summer inso
tion, it was still far to become cold enough to preve
snow from melting. Second, because of the cool
the wintertime atmosphere was also drier, there
preventing any increase in snowfall rate. In the 199
l

the idea developed that the sensitivity of the mo
was too weak, because some important componen
the climate system were missing, like the vegeta
and the ocean. In a subsequent set of experimen
has been shown that taking into account the chan
in vegetation produced by a colder climate help
to amplify the initial simulated cooling. In respon
to the atmospheric model cooling, there is a sou
ward progression of areas covered by Tundra (s
and scattered type of vegetation) in northern hi
latitude lands at the expense of boreal forests[8,15].
This sole change amplified the high-latitude albe
and increased the length of the season of snow-cov
lands. Nevertheless, even if the biosphere plays an
portant role and increases the duration of the sn
cover, this feedback remains too weak to lead to pe
nial snow cover.

2.2. The water cycle and the role of the ocean

Indeed, the second important component, wh
was missing in these simulations, is the ocean.
first simulations using AGCM assessed that the s
surface temperatures (SSTs) at the end of Last In
glacial, were very similar to present-day ones, a st
ment, in the light of recent SSTs reconstruction
this period, that turned out to be false[7]. A first at-
tempt to account for insolation changes on SSTs
performed by Dong and Valdes[9], who coupled the
UGAMP AGCM to a slab-ocean model. This stu
shows that indeed the ocean reacts to changes i
solation, but the response appears to be too large c
pared to the data[6,7]. Moreover, such a slab ocean
only able to depict the thermal response of the 50
mixed layer and does not account at all for chan
in ocean dynamics. The next step was therefore to
an atmosphere–ocean general circulation model.
step became possible at the beginning of this cen
when coupled ocean–atmosphere models were
not only to produce reliable results over contine
and oceans, but also when they were able to pred
good sea–ice seasonal cycle, which is a key featu
cope with the inception period. More recently, Meiss
ner et al.[27] showed that only a synergy of oce
atmospheric and vegetation allows producing the
set of ice sheets.

A coupled OAGCM simulation has been perform
using IPSL OAGCM and the results can now be
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Fig. 2. Model-data comparison for SST in the North Atlantic Ocean. (a) Sea-surface temperature (SST) calculated by the IPSL coupled mod
for the last glacial inception climate (in Celsius) with respect to the simulated present-day climate (control). (b) Location of V27-60 and
CH69-K9 marine cores in the North Atlantic Ocean and inferred SST shown with respect to the present-day one. The red arrow trace
pathway of present-day North Atlantic drift.

Fig. 2. Comparaison des résultats de modèles pour les températures de surface de l’Atlantique nord. (a) Température de surface de l’océan (SS
calculée par le modèle OAGCM de l’IPSL entre 115 ka BP et le présent. (b) SST reconstruites à partir des carottes marines de l’Atlantique
V 27-60 et CH69-K9, entre 115 ka et le présent. Les tirets rouges représentent la dérive nord-atlantique actuelle.
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rectly compared with SSTs inferred from marine core
[22]. The comparison between model results and S
reconstructions in the North Atlantic, which is the k
region for this study, is shown inFig. 2. The remark-
able feature is that the geographical pattern is v
well reproduced: a cooling over the high latitudes
North Atlantic, whereas the tropical North Atlant
is warmer or similar to present-day temperatures.
we will discuss later, this feature is very important
understand the impact of the water cycle on clima
Fig. 3a shows that the summer snow depth increa
over regions where it is believed that ice sheets be
to grow. After several years, for a grid point corr
sponding to the Canadian Archipelago, the 115-k
BP simulation is able to produce perennial snow co
and then snow accumulation[22] (seeFig. 3b). In this
study, it has been shown that superimposed on an
crease of about 3% of the northward atmospheric h
transport, there is also a decrease, of about 6%, o
northward ocean heat transport. The location of the
deepwater formation is shifted to lower latitudes, d
to the increased sea ice extension, whereas the d
of the North Atlantic Deep Water is reduced by abo
1000 m.

On the other hand, the amplified North Atlan
SSTs gradient due to the insolation changes induc
larger northward atmospheric moisture transport fr
the warmer tropical ocean and provides by this w
an excess of moisture availability for high latitude
In this coupled experiment, the simulated water cy
changes have three major impacts over the high
tudes climate:

(i) the annual mean increase of water runoff into
Arctic Ocean induces an extension and deep
ing of the halocline, which, associated to coo
surface water, allows a progression of Arc
sea ice volume and extension. This change
sea ice characteristics contributes to enha
the cooling of surrounding lands, like the Can
dian Archipelago, because of the increased loca
albedo;

(ii ) the increase of freshwater input into the Ar
tic Ocean induces a reduction of the sea surf
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Fig. 3. (a) Increased summer snow depth (in cm) over North America and northern Europe simulated by the IPSL model for the last gla
inception with respect to the present-day climate. The values are scaled between±15 cm with a 2-cm interval. The blue (red) shading indica
an increase (decrease). (b) Snow accumulation over the Canadian Archipelago during the present-day simulation (red curve) and simu
115 kyr (blue curve). Each year, the summer snow depth decreases to zero in the control run, whereas, in the simulation at 115 kyr
clearly a large accumulation of snow and a perennial cover.

Fig. 3. (a) Épaisseur de neige estivale (cm) au-dessus de l’Amérique du Nord et de l’Europe, simulée par le modèle de l’IPSL pour l’entrée
glaciation par rapport à l’Actuel. Les valeurs s’étalent entre±15 cm, avec un intervalle de 2 cm. La couleur bleue indique une augmentatio
le rouge une diminution. (b) Accumulation de neige sur l’Archipel canadien pour l’Actuel (en rouge) et pour 115 ka (en bleu). On constate
la neige ne s’accumule pas à l’Actuel et fond totalement en été, tandis qu’on observe, à 115 ka, de la neige pérenne et une forte accumula
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salinity. The subsequent reduced meridional d
sity gradient in the northern seas leads to a s
of deepwater formation location toward lower la
itudes, which, in turn, inhibits the possibility o
bringing heat by ocean dynamics toward high l
itudes;

(iii ) finally, because of the amplified high latitud
cooling by both feedbacks described her
(points 1 and 2), the increase in water transp
towards high latitudes is translated into increa
snowfall over regions where ice sheets will gro

The major advance of this study compared to pre
ous experiments was to show that, before accumu
ing snow and therefore triggering the ‘Milankovitc
effect, it is necessary to provide more moisture
northern high latitudes. These changes in the wate
cle will amplify the high latitudes cooling due initiall
to the insolation changes through an intricate netw
of feedbacks – involving sea ice and ocean –, but
also moist the atmosphere where snow delivery ha
increase. All these reasons make the water cycle
important contributor to the shift from interglacial
glacial states all along glacial cycles of the Quaternar

3. The origin of the Indian Monsoon

The second example illustrating the role of the w
ter cycle in climate change concerns the origin of
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Indian monsoon. Many studies[24–26]invoke the fact
that, during the Late Tertiary, the uplift of the Tibet
Plateau and Himalaya plays a major role in the de
opment of the Indian monsoon. The main feature
the present-day monsoon is obviously the heavy s
mer rainfalls over southeastern Asia. These rainf
are the result of a huge moisture advection driven
the Indian Ocean–Eurasian continent thermal grad
A change in the Indian Ocean–Eurasia thermal gr
ent should consequently modify the Asian monso
Thus, at geological timescales, plate tectonics sho
be able to modulate the intensity and location of
Asian monsoon.

Kutzbach et al.[24–26]proposed that the uplift o
the Himalaya mountain range as well as of the Tibe
plateau in response to the India–Asia collision h
driven the onset of Indian monsoon. The height of
Tibetan plateau and Himalaya appears to be a key
cing factor in the development of the Asian monso
They showed, using an AGCM, that the uplift of t
Tibetan plateau enhanced the summer monsoon
cipitation over southeastern Asia. These experim
were limited by two major aspects:

– the coarse spatial resolution of the AGCM used
their study does not allow for the representat
of the Himalaya mountain ranges; the Himalay
and the Tibetan plateau are represented by a si
geological structure;

– their study consisted in three crude sensitivity
periments to the height of the Tibetan plateau
a first step, the whole plateau is lowered to 400
(no plateau experiment),then the present-day ele
vation of the Tibetan plateau is reduced by a h
(half-elevation experiment), and at last, they si
ulate the climate using the present day topogra
(full elevation experiment).

Although the AGCM was forced using a crud
palaeogeography, they clearly show that the inten
of the Asian summer monsoon is a function of the e
vation of the Tibetan plateau.

The palaeogeographical context evolved drastic
over the past 30 Myr in Eurasia (Fig. 4). The major
striking features are:

(i) the rise of the Tibetan plateau and of the H
malayas chain. Although the India-Asia collisio
is at the origin of these uplifts, the evolution
these two geological objects is different;

(ii ) the lateral extrusion of Indochina as a con
quence of the India-Asia collision;

(iii ) the progressive shrinkage of the Paratethys S
which covers the eastern part of Europe an
large part of Siberia and Central Asia, in respo
to the large-scale deformation of the south
margin of Eurasia.

We used the LMD AGCM numerical model t
simulate the climate corresponding to these two
ferent periods: 30 Myr ago, a situation where
Paratethys is large and for which there is no up
and 10 Myr ago, a situation where the Paratethys
already shrunk, while the plateau uplift is already i
portant.

In a first step, we performed experiments with t
most realistic palaeogeography for 30 and 10 Myr[14,
29]. Forcing the AGCM with a set of boundary cond
tions representing the major features of the Oligoc
period, we showed that a monsoon circulation pro
cing rainfall mainly over Indochina existed prior to th
main uplift of the Tibetan Plateau and the Himala
(Fig. 5).

The change in palaeogeography enhanced the s
mer thermal gradient, increasing the moisture adv
tion over southern Asia, inducing heavy rainfalls d
ing the summer. However, the change in mons
is not only due to a change in the thermal gradie
The atmospheric circulation is also deeply altered.
intensity and direction of winds are changed, br
ging more and more moisture towards the Himala
chain in the two last experiments, at 10 Myr a
nowadays. The rise of moist air masses along the
malayan southern flank generates heavy rainfalls
this mountain range (Fig. 5), enhancing the mechan
cal erosion of the Himalaya[14,26].

The thermal evolution of the Asian continent fro
a seasonal point of view clearly appears to be a
characteristic for the monsoon evolution. InFig. 6, we
show the winter and summer air temperature diff
ences between 30 and 10 Myr. As we could expect
shrinkage of the Paratethys (i.e. the fact that an
continental sea disappears) has for consequence
warming of the Eurasian continent during the su
mer season and its cooling during the winter sea
(Fig. 6).
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MDZ.
épi-
nce
Fig. 4. Palaeogeography at 30 Myr (top), at 10 Myr (middle) and at the present day (bottom) used as boundary conditions[3,4]. The main
changes are the uplifts of the Himalayas and of the Tibetan plateau, and the progressive retreat of an epicontinental sea in Eurasia, the Para
Sea. The Middle East emerged during the Early Miocene, as well as the lateral extrusion of Indochina, in response to the India–Eur
convergence. White areas represent oceans and seas.

Fig. 4. Paléogéographies à 30 Ma (haut), 10 Ma(milieu) et actuelle (bas), utilisées comme conditions aux limites des simulations avec L
Les principaux changements sont la surrection du plateau tibétain et de la chaîne Himalayenne, ainsi que le retrait progressif de la mer
continentale Paratéthys. Le Moyen Orient émerge dès le début du Miocène, ainsi que l’extrusion latérale de l’Indochine liée à la converge
Inde–Asie.
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Fig. 5. Simulated summer precipitation (mm d−1) at 30 Ma (top), at
10 Ma (middle) and at PD (bottom).

Fig. 5. Précipitations d’été simulées (mm j−1) à 30 Ma (haut),
à 10 Ma (milieu) et à l’Actuel (bas).

Moreover, it is possible with a GCM to quantify th
separate impact of the uplift of the Tibetan Plateau
Himalayas and that of the shrinkage of the Paratet
We therefore performed two more experiments: o
without uplift and a second without shrinkage.

In fact, these simulations[14,29] showed that the
plate tectonics modulates the distribution and int
sity of the Asian monsoon at the geological time sca
but that the monsoon over southeastern India did
ist already during the Oligocene or Early Miocene[5,
13,20]. Both the uplift and the shrinkage act on t
summer thermal gradient between Asia and the
dian Ocean, and modify the atmospheric circulat
and moisture advection to modulate the summer g
graphical pattern of monsoon.

As shown inFig. 7, the difference on rainfall du
to the plateau uplift is nevertheless much more
cal (linked to the orogenesis), whereas the shrink
of the epicontinental sea has a broader and more
gional effect. The redistribution of monsoon rainf
is largely driven by palaeogeographic evolution at t
timescale.

4. Glaciations of the Neoproterozoic

4.1. Snowball hypothesis

The Earth’s history is surprising. Due to a faint
sun (the insolation at the top of the Earth’s Atmosph
has increased from 80% to the present-day value
ing the last 2 Gyr), the surface of the Earth should h
been covered with ice. Such a result has been si
lated with a simple Energy Balance Model[2].

But to get out of a snow-covered Earth, the
called ‘snowball Earth’, an enormous quantity of e
ergy is necessary due to the obviously very la
albedo. Indeed, the albedo of a snowball Earth
around 0.7, whereas the present-day albedo is aro
0.3. Therefore, in a snowball Earth context, most
the incoming solar radiation is reflected. This featur
explains the difficulty to initiate deglaciation from a
Earth totally covered with ice. This paradigm last
for more than 20 years, until Kirschvink[24] argued
that a very important component was missing in
Budyko scenario (only accounting for albedo chan
in an EBM model): the carbon cycle.

Indeed, if the Earth were totally covered with i
sheets over continents and sea-ice over oceans, th
water cycle would be seriously damped by a f
tor form 10 to 100, depending on the simulatio
[4,12]. Most importantly, the sink of carbon at ge
logical timescales (the continental weathering) shut
off, while the source of carbon (the outgassing throu
volcanoes and the mid-oceanic ridge) keeps on in
ting CO2 in the atmosphere, where it accumulates
millions of years. When the atmospheric CO2 content
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Fig. 6. Temperature difference (◦C) in winter (top) and summer (bottom) between the experiment at 10 Myr and that at 30 Myr. D
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Fig. 6. Différence de température d’hiver (haut) et d’été (bas) entre les simulations à 10 et 30 Ma. Les lignes pointillées (continues) re
les isothermes au-dessous (au-dessus) de zéro.
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reaches a threshold value estimated to be 0.12 ba[3],
a huge deglaciation occurs and produces the so-c
cap-carbonates seen everywhere above the Neo
terozoic glacial sediments. Such a scenario may
explain the reappearance of the banded iron for
tions (BIF), which have disappeared since 2.4 Gyr
were due to global anoxia in the ocean.

These scenarios led a lot of climate modellers
quantitatively test these ideas of a large or full glac
tion during the Neoproterozoic. Many GCM mo
els and simulations with more simple models[11,21]
show that it was possible to simulate a snowball Ea
in the Neoproterozoic context (i.e., accounting
palaeogeography, weaker insolation by 6%, and ra
low value of CO2). The results of the IPSL LMDz
-

OAGCM coupled with a swamp model for Sturtia
palaeogeography are presented.

The fact that the reduction of the solar constan
large enough to produce a global glaciation in our
merical simulations is in reality facilitated by the lo
atmospheric CO2 level, which cannot compensate f
the deficit of solar energy due to the faint young Su

4.2. Carbon cycle

Most of the obtained results strongly depend
the prescribed atmospheric CO2 level in these sim-
ulations. There is indeed no way to infer from a
proxy the value of atmospheric CO2 during these ex
treme events. The only way to assess a consistent v
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f the

bas).
Fig. 7. Sensitivity experiments to the Tibetan Plateau and Himalayas’uplifts (top) and to the Paratethys shrinkage (bottom). The impact o
uplift on summer precipitation is more local than the impact of the Paratethys shrinkage.

Fig. 7. Expériences de sensibilité à la surrection du plateau tibétain et de la chaîne himalayenne (haut) et au retrait de la Paratéthys (
L’impact de la surrection sur les précipitations est plus local que celui du retrait de la Paratéthys.
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between climate and carbon cycle is to use a carb
climate model adapted for geological timescales.
achieve this goal, the model of intermediate compl
ity, CLIMBER-2, [16,17], has been coupled to th
COMBINE model, which calculates the main featu
of C, P, and O biogeochemical cycles[19].

The most difficult challenge is to explain wh
the CO2 should have strongly decreased and the
fore triggered the onset of a global glaciation. U
ing our new model, called GEOCLIM (for GEO
logical timescales CLImate Model), we have sho
that tectonics plays a major role during the Neop
terozoic[10,30]. The dispersal of the Rodinia supe
continent results in an enhanced consumption of
mospheric CO2, decreasing from a pCO2 of 1830 ppm
to 510 ppm, i.e. consumption in the order of 1320 pp
This is due to the larger runoff occurring over t
equatorial regions presenting a dispersed config
tion, which triggers larger weathering rates, and a
nificant global cooling of∼ 8◦C (Fig. 8). We have
further demonstrated that experiments accounting
the palaeogeographic impact on weathering rates
gether with the weathering of the large magma
provinces produce conditions appropriate to trigge
full snowball glaciation at 750 Ma (Fig. 9). Indeed, the
break-up of the Rodinia supercontinent is heralded
and accompanied with the eruptions of large basa
provinces[27], resulting in an increase of the weath
ability of the continental surface and consumption
atmospheric CO2 over the long timescale[18].

These studies provide support for the fact that
modification of the water cycle in response to the s
of continental plates may have been responsible f
long-term atmospheric CO2 decrease. The efficienc
of the proposed mechanism relies on the tropical
sition of the continents at this time. Indeed, the w
ter cycle is very efficient over this region. The i
crease in runoff is able to produce a huge consump
of atmospheric CO2 via the continental weatherin
processes.

5. Conclusion

These three very different contexts illustrate
role of the water cycle in Earth’s Climate history
various timescales. From clouds to sea ice and f
ice sheets build-up to thermohaline circulation, wa
Fig. 8. Annual mean surface air temperature (◦C) simulated by the
CLIMBER-2 model. (A) With a pCO2 of 1830 ppm and for the
continental reconstruction at around 800 Myr[30,31] (noted SC as
Supercontinent Configuration), i.e. prior to the Rodinia break-up.
(B) With a pCO2 of 510 ppm and for the continental reconstruc-
tion at around 750 Myr[32] (noted DC as Dispersed Configura-
tion). Boundary conditions include a solar luminosity 6% below
the present-day value. In addition, we assume that the Earth’s orbit
around the Sun was circular (eccentricity= 0) and that the Earth’s
obliquity was 23.5◦ . This setting leads to an equal annual insolation
for both hemispheres. The land surface in the climate model has the
radiative characteristics of a desert and has a uniform elevation of
100 m for both palaeogeographies.

Fig. 8. Moyenne annuelle des températures de surface simulées par
le modèle CLIMBER-2. (A) avec pCO2 = 1830 ppm, et reconstruc-
tion continentale correspondant à 800 Ma[30,31] (notée SC, su-
percontinents antérieurs aubreak-up) ; (B) avec pCO2 = 510 ppm,
avec une configuration des continents correspondant à 750 Ma[32]
(noté DC, continents dispersés). Les deux expériences sont effec-
tuées avec une baisse de l’insolation au sommet de l’atmosphère de
6 %, par rapport à la valeur actuelle. L’excentricité de l’orbite est
nulle et l’obliquité de 23,5◦. Le relief a une élévation de 100 m,
pour les deux paléogéographies.
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Fig. 9. Steady-state atmospheric CO2 level achieved by GEOCLIM
(1) for the SC runs, (2) for the SC runs with the inclusion of basalt
provinces, and (3) for the DC runs also with basaltic provinces. Ve
tical bars denote the upper and the lower range of atmospheric CO2
levels, calculated using (1) a 20% increase and a 20% decrease
degassing flux for the SC runs, (2–3) a 20% increase and a basal
surface of 4× 106 km2, and a 20% decrease and a basaltic surf
of 8× 106 km2 for the SCtrap and DCtrap runs.

Fig. 9. Niveau à l’équilibre de CO2 atmosphérique calculé par GEO
CLIM (1) pour la simulation « SC », (2) pour la simulation « SC
trap » incluant les basaltes, (3) pour la simulation « DC trap » in
cluant également les basaltes. L’enveloppe représente les niv
de CO2 atmosphérique maximum et minimum calculés par le m
dèle (1) pour des valeurs du dégazage augmentées et/ou dimin
de 20 % par rapport à sa valeur actuelle (2–3) pour une valeur du dé
gazage augmentée de 20 % et une surface basaltique de 4×106 km2

et pour une valeur de dégazage diminuée de 20 % et une surfac
saltique de 8× 106 km2, et ce pour lesruns « SC trap » et « DC
trap ».

is one of the key components of the Earth Syste
Many processes are very short (clouds physics),
others explain climate changes at Myr scales (we
ering and CO2 burial).

What has been shown for the Earth’s history is a
true for the future climate of our planet.

The climate of the beginning of this century shou
be dominated by the impact of greenhouse gases
water is one of these gases). With increasing tem
ature, the capability of atmosphere to contain wa
vapour will also increase and this is a positive fe
back, which in turn will lead to increase again t
temperature. This scenario has to be modulated
cause of cloud changes that may have positive (h
clouds) or negative (low clouds) feedbacks.

Obviously, the sea level will rise with the glacie
disappearance, but, more importantly, the prob
may come from the destabilisation of the ice she
(Greenland and Antarctica). How fast may this o
-

cur? Which meltwater amount does it induce? H
may Global Climate and thermohaline circulation
affected? Models that have been tested on past clim
changes may be helpful to try to give a quantified
swer to these questions.
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